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Introduction

Taiwan’s Kuomintang (KMT) Party is often credited for the
island’s remarkably successful transition from authoritar-
ian to democratic rule. Indeed, former KMT President Lee
Teng-Hui is referred to as ‘Mr. Democracy’, in reference to
the electoral reforms he ushered in between 1987 and
2000. One can argue that this assessment is accurate; KMT
administrations in the 1980s and 1990s introduced the
reforms that eventually led to free and fair elections for the
presidency and legislature in 1996. However, these re-
forms were not introduced in isolation. The willingness of
Presidents Chiang Chiang-kuo and Lee Teng-hui to intro-
duce democratic reforms was influenced by domestic and
international pressures affecting the KMT’s ability to con-
tinue to successfully rule authoritatively. One of the most
important of these forces was the Tangwai, a loosely or-
ganized coalition of politicians, intellectuals and activists,
and later the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which
openly criticized the KMT’s authoritarian regime and used
a variety of tactics to increase popular support for demo-
cratic reforms.

This case study examines the contributions of the Tangwai
and the DPP in the democratization of Taiwan. It describes
the DPP’s evolution from a social movement in the 1970s,
mainstream electoral force in the late 1980s and 1990s, to
governing party in 2000. Critical features of the Tangwai
and DPP, such as their adoption of a variety of advocacy
tactics and the institutionalization of its various factions,
are also discussed. The paper illustrates how the role of

opposition forces has evolved over the past thirty-five years.
From a marginal voice of protest in the early 1970s, to the
KMT’s primary critic and opponent in the late 1970s and
1980s, the DPP is now only one voice in a diverse polity
that includes multiple parties, a vibrant civil society and
independent media outlets.

Evolving Roles of the Tangwai Movement and
DPP

Democratic theorists often distinguish between procedural
democracy and the consolidation or deepening of democ-
racy.1  Procedural democratization refers to the creation of
institutions and laws that are necessary for the exercise of
democratic politics. This includes the existence of a legiti-
mate state apparatus, free and contested elections for ex-
ecutive and legislative positions and governance accord-
ing to the rule of law. The consolidation or deepening of
democracy is a far more fluid concept that refers to institu-
tional, behavioural and attitudinal changes that cause de-
mocracy to become the only acceptable form of govern-
ment for a country’s political actors.2  Whereas procedural
democracy allows citizens to engage in democratic poli-
tics at a given point in history consolidation ensures that
democracy is sustained over an extended period of time,
even in the event of a national crisis or extended political
conflict.
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This distinction is important in understanding the role
played by the Tangwai and DPP in the democratization
process. In the 1970s and early 1980s, in the absence of
even procedural democracy, the Tangwai served as a ve-
hicle through which politicians, intellectuals and activists
challenged the authoritarian KMT and articulated their
demands for democratic reforms. The movement sought
representation both within and outside political institu-
tions. Members took advantage of rare political opportu-
nities, such as local elections and the opening of select
legislative seats, to form a political bloc capable of pub-
licly criticizing the KMT regime. Grass roots mobilization
and mass protests were also used to bring visibility to the
movement and show the KMT regime the extent to which
citizens were dissatisfied with authoritarian rule. Tangwai
members successfully capitalized on incidences of repres-
sion, such as the Kaoshiung Incident, to increase their
political base and discourage the KMT from using simi-
larly heavy-handed tactics.

In 1986, as the KMT embraced democratization in an ef-
fort to quell domestic and international criticisms, Tangwai
leaders created the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP).
In the years that followed, the DPP continued to articulate
demands for democratic reforms both within and outside
of political institutions. Where possible, it attempted to
influence the speed and shape of democratic reforms,
prompting serious discussions on such issues as national
security, constitutional reform, presidential elections and
national sovereignty, as well as insisting that reforms be
introduced without lengthy delays. At the same time, the
DPP struggled to resolve internal conflicts between its vari-
ous factions and to transform itself from a protest move-
ment to a political party capable of governing the island.3

The introduction of presidential elections in 1996 is widely
used as a marker for Taiwan’s full transition to democracy.4

The DPP’s role in the consolidation of Taiwan’s democ-
racy in the post-1996 period is complex and remains a

matter for discussion. DPP candidate Chen Shui-bian’s vic-
tory in the 2000 election marked an important milestone
for Taiwan, with a relatively peaceful transition of power
from one party to another. However, the ensuing partisan
bickering and controversy over the 2004 election results
have had a negative effect on the public’s impression of
democracy.5

From Independent to Opponent: The Tangwai

The emergence of the Tangwai is without precedent in Tai-
wan’s history. Colonized by five different nations, the is-
land has a long history of authoritarian rule and little ex-
perience with organized resistance. Following the defeat
of the Japanese in World War II, the island was transferred
to the nationalist government of China. Any promise of
democratic governance by the nationalists disappeared
when the communists seized control of the mainland.
Chiang Kai-shek’s nationalist supporters fled to the island,
where regaining control of the mainland became the gov-
ernment’s principal priority. This aim in turn justified the
imposition of martial law, under which political dissent,
opposition parties and elections for the presidency or leg-
islative positions were forbidden.

For nearly thirty years, there were few avenues for politi-
cal dissent. Elections were permitted in cities, townships
and the provinces but the KMT used its power, vast net-
works and resources to ensure that its candidates routinely
won key positions. Some independent members were
elected at the local level but found it was necessary to
collaborate with KMT members to accomplish any of their
aims. It was also a difficult time to criticize the KMT gov-
ernment, who enjoyed a high level of support, both do-
mestically and internationally, for presiding over strong
economic growth and remaining fiercely opposed to com-
munism.
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Those who risked openly criticizing the KMT regime were
brutally repressed and often imprisoned. Many dissidents
ended up fleeing Taiwan to escape long-term imprison-
ment, and pockets of resistance appeared in a number of
western countries, especially the United States.6  Like other
expatriate movements, they sought to undermine the KMT
regime by raising awareness of human rights abuses in
Taiwan in the hope that western countries would begin
pressuring Chiang Kai-shek to introduce reforms. In the
west, expatriate activists were exposed to liberal and demo-
cratic societies, further reinforcing their convictions that
authoritarian rule was unacceptable. In the late 1980s,
many of these activists would later return to play critical
roles in the newly formed Democratic Progressive Party.

The first cracks in the KMT’s rigid governance structure
began to appear in the late 1960s. National assembly
members, who in 1953 were granted the right to retain
their seats indefinitely, were rapidly ageing. A decision was
made to hold open elections in 1969 for a small number
of assembly positions to replace members that had passed
away. Huang Hsin-Chieh was one of two opposition-ori-
ented legislators who were elected to life terms in the Leg-
islative Yuan during the 1969 elections. A former KMT
member, Hsin-Chieh had left the party and sat as an inde-
pendent on Taipei’s city council before winning the Na-
tional Assembly seat.

Three years later, another Taipei city council member, Kang
Ning-hsiang, joined Hsin-Chieh in the National Assem-
bly. Ning-hsiang shared Hsin-Chieh’s opposition to the
KMT’s authoritarian rule, and during the election, he openly
defined himself as a Tangwai (‘outside of the party’) candi-
date. Besides criticizing the authoritarianism of the KMT
regime, he advocated the lifting of martial law and tempo-
rary provisions which prevented the full implementation
of the constitution. With the election of Ning-hsiang and
Hsin-Chieh, a small but vocal opposition force found po-
litical representation at the national level.

Ten years earlier, Kang Ning-hsiang and Huang Hsin-Chieh
might have faced terrible repercussions for identifying
themselves as opposed to the KMT regime. However, in
the 1970s, the KMT regime faced new challenges from
abroad. In 1971, the United Nations General Assembly
voted to officially recognize the People’s Republic of China.
While many of Taiwan’s supporters, including the US,
maintained strong diplomatic relations with the island fol-
lowing this pronouncement, it became increasingly diffi-
cult for the KMT to justify acts of repression against those
engaged in peaceful acts of dissent.

In this new political environment, Ning-hsiang, Hsin-chieh,
and Chang Chun-hun, a Taipei city councilor, became lead-
ers of a movement primarily dedicated to opposing the
KMT (thus their adoption of the term Tangwai). In 1975,
they published the Taiwan Political Review, to promote their
political views. As the movement gained support, it also
became increasingly diverse in its tactics. The Tangwai
began to encompass intellectuals and activists promoting
democratic reform outside of the political realm through
popular education, grass roots mobilization and public
protests.

This diversity of tactics was in evidence during the 1977
elections. Hsin-Chieh and Ning-hsiang recruited more than
two dozen opposition candidates, including Hsu Hsin-
liang, a former KMT member who became a Tangwai can-
didate after publishing a book that was openly critical of
the ruling party. Hsin-liang’s supporters started violent pro-
tests amid rumours that the KMT were tampering with elec-
tion results. Reactions to this altercation, which resulted
in one death, were mixed among Tangwai members. Lead-
ers such as Ning-hsiang disapproved of protests that might
have fueled fears that democratic reform would result in
instability. Others felt that protests were an appropriate
response to incidences of blatant corruption and repres-
sion.
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Despite disagreements within the movement, it succeeded
in winning fourteen seats in the provincial assembly. The
KMT, on the other hand, saw its overall popular vote drop
to an all-time low of 64.2%. These results sent a clear
message to the KMT regime that the Tangwai platform reso-
nated with many voters, most notably Chiang Chiang-kuo
(CCK), who would soon become president. The success of
ex-KMT members, such as Hsin-chieh and Hsin-liang, in-
creased the threat of more defections if CCK failed to reach
out to the moderate wing of his party, which favoured
democratic reforms.

Following the death of his father in 1975, however, it be-
came apparent that CCK was a different sort of politician
than his father. He began sending strong messages that the
KMT too was committed to democratization. In 1976, he
announced in the Legislative Yuan that “our people are
unanimous in wanting to have a democratic, constitutional
political system. This goal is also our unswerving national
mission.”7  CCK asked the electorate to remain patient,
however, as national security remained a higher priority.

Meanwhile, in the late 1970s, the diversity of opposition
positions found expression in the publication of a number
of political magazines. Kang Ning-nsiang founded The
Eighties, a magazine representing his moderate views, while
Huang Hsin-chieh’s Formosa Magazine expressed support
for mass demonstrations. In fact, Formosa Magazine be-
came the rallying cry for an island-wide pro-democracy
movement. Staff members opened offices throughout the
island, creating a network of local branches capable of
mobilizing protestors.

One such protest in Kaohsiung County in 1979, meant to
commemorate International Human Rights Day, led to al-
tercations between police and demonstrators and the ar-
rest of a number of prominent Formosa organizers. Eight
protestors, including Huang Hsin-chieh, were indicted on
subversion charges and tried in military courts.8  Another

33 defendants were tried in civil courts. This event, now
referred to as the Kaohsiung Incident, represents the most
significant historical counterattack by the KMT against the
Tangwai. It was both an effort to disable the movement
and convince the public that Tangwai activists were a threat
to national security.

The plan backfired. Kang Ning-nsiang assembled a strong
team of defense attorneys to defend the accused.9  Although
the activists were found guilty, and sentenced to long prison
terms, the defence team was able to rouse public sympa-
thy for the accused. In legislative elections the following
year, the Tangwai ran a strong slate of candidates, includ-
ing family members of imprisoned activists and many of
the defense attorneys.10  Many were elected with unusu-
ally high levels of support, sending another clear message
to the KMT that voters were responding favourably to the
pro-democracy movement.

By the early 1980s, the Tangwai had achieved critical mass
in the national assembly. While there were not enough
members to pass legislation or block the actions of KMT
legislators, they did have enough members to openly ques-
tion the government’s failure to introduce democratic re-
forms. In posing questions, Tangwai members were able
to present evidence of ongoing election fraud and police
repression in the national legislature.

The early 1980s, however, also saw increased divisions
within the Tangwai. Clearly delineated factions emerged
which disagreed about tactics and policy positions. Mod-
erates, led by Kang Ning-hsiang, continued to advocate
working for democracy within existing political institutions.
Supporters of Huang Hsin-chieh’s imprisoned Formosa
faction continued to advocate for a combination of street
level protests and political gains. Meanwhile, a new gen-
eration of activists with more radical views formed the
Alliance of Tangwai Writers and Editors in 1983, and the
influential New Tide Magazine in 1984.11  These activists
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were openly critical of Tangwai members, such as Ning-
hsiang, who worked within the system. The Alliance Fac-
tion was highly ideological, openly sympathetic to Taiwan
independence and other radical social objectives regard-
less of the political cost.

During the 1983 legislative elections, Tangwai members
learned the danger of factionalism. Alliance members re-
fused to endorse a joint election strategy as a result of a
disagreement over how candidates for office should be
chosen. Tangwai candidates had traditionally been cho-
sen by leaders of the movement, such as Ning-hsiang, but
Alliance members felt strongly that candidates should be
selected openly by members. The factions also disagreed
over the question of whether to advocate for ‘self-determi-
nation’, which the KMT argued was a veiled reference to
independence. As a result of this failure to coordinate strat-
egies, the movement failed to make the political gains seen
in the elections of 1977 and 1980.

By fighting amongst themselves, Tangwai members were
also missing a clear opportunity for meaningful reform.
CCK was increasingly signaling that he felt that a demo-
cratic Taiwan might lead to demands for democratization
in mainland China, thus bringing an end to communism.
A new strategy vis-à-vis the mainland was necessary fol-
lowing the stunning announcement in 1978 by US Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter that his government would formally
recognize the People’s Republic of China. Democratiza-
tion might allow CCK to achieve his father’s dream of
reunifying the country.

The movement’s various faction worked together to de-
velop a coordinated election strategy for provincial and
municipal elections scheduled for January 1985.12  As a
result of their coordination, all 11 of their candidates for
Taipei City Council were elected, as were half of their can-
didates for Kaohsiung City Council, 11 of its Provincial
Assembly candidates, and one municipal executive. These

results gave activists the confidence to begin plotting for a
more ambitious objective: creating an opposition party.

In 1986, a branch of the Tangwai Public Policy Research
Association (DPPRA) was opened in Taipei. The fact that
the DPPRA, an organization representing the views of Kang
Ning-hsiang’s moderate faction, was allowed to operate
was already a sign of the KMT’s increasing willingness to
tolerate the efforts of its opponents. A ‘Committee for Or-
ganizing a Party and Carrying Out Its Construction’ was
struck, and activists spent all summer planning and
strategizing. On September 28 1986, committee members
from all factions voted to create the DPP.

The Struggle for Democratic Outcomes

The creation of the DPP marked the beginning of a new
type of struggle between the KMT and the DPP. With both
parties now advocating the introduction of democratic
reforms, the DPP began focusing on influencing the de-
mocratization process. CCK’s calls for ‘patience’ and the
introduction of incremental changes were rejected by the
DPP, many of whose members had struggled for over a
decade for such reforms. The DPP instead demanded far
more immediate and broad-reaching reforms and contin-
ued using mass demonstrations and vocal protests to ar-
ticulate its demands.

The founding of the DPP is an excellent example of this
new type of struggle. Even though opposition parties were
technically still illegal under martial law, the KMT would
have faced enormous criticisms both within the legisla-
ture and in the streets had it arrested DPP organizers. The
Kaohsiung Incident had taught party leaders that voters do
not respond well to heavy-handedness on the part of the
governing regime.13  CCK would also have lost an enor-
mous amount of credibility in his efforts to democratize
Taiwan. However, allowing one opposition party to oper-
ate effectively meant the defacto transition of Taiwan from
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one-party to multi-party system. It would mean that oppo-
sition forces were effectively steering the island’s democ-
ratization process. Regardless of the actions CCK decided
to take, the DPP would see its position strengthened.

Chiang Ching-kuo chose not to take retaliatory action
against the DPP, refusing to allow the DPP to ruin his repu-
tation as the man who brought democracy to Taiwan. He
countered a few days later by announcing that martial law
would be lifted once a new security bill was drafted and
approved by the legislature. This bill was deemed neces-
sary in order to protect the island against the threat of Com-
munist China.

Prior to any debate over the bill, an election for national
representatives was held in 1986. It represented the first
election in Taiwan where the electorate had a choice be-
tween two official political parties. The DPP succeeded in
increasing the base of support it had built under the Tangwai
banner, which again demonstrated to KMT leaders that
the electorate supported the introduction of democratic
reforms.

Following the election, political discussion turned to the
national security bill and the appropriate balance between
security and human rights. Despite their small number,
DPP legislators vigorously opposed the national security
bill intended to replace martial law. Furor over the bill led
to several demonstrations and more violent altercations
between protestors and police. These protests surprised
many KMT members who assumed the lifting of martial
law would appease the opposition. Conservative KMT
members pointed to such protests as evidence that Taiwan
would be less secure as a democracy. In the end, KMT
legislators used their huge majority to push the security
bill through with few amendments. On July 15, 1987,
martial law was lifted and the National Security Provisional
Law took effect.

Only a few months later, Chiang Ching-kuo died. While
CCK introduced few significant democratic reforms, he
succeeded in setting his father’s authoritarian party on a
historic path towards democratization. His chosen suc-
cessor, Vice-President Lee Teng-Hui, immediately an-
nounced his intention to remain faithful to CCK’s efforts to
bring democracy to Taiwan.14

The DPP clearly communicated their position to Lee. The
party advocated open elections for all legislative positions,
as well as for the mayors of Taipei and Kaohsiung. The
Temporary Provisions, permitting the president to remain
in office indefinitely, were to be eliminated and a commit-
tee established to draft a new constitution for citizens to
ratify in a referendum. The Examination and Control Yuans
were to be abolished, as was the National Assembly, with
the president directly elected.

As with the national security bill, DPP members demon-
strated their unwillingness to compromise these objectives
over the next few years. In 1990, party members con-
demned the KMT for allowing the National Assembly to
elect the president and vice-president. DPP representa-
tives resorted to violent protests within the assembly itself,
a tactic that would become only too common in subse-
quent years. Following their ejection from the assembly,
DPP representatives helped to organize a massive demon-
stration against the proceedings.

Lee, however, proved to be far more effective in dealing
with opposition forces than his predecessor. Soon after he
was elected president, Lee convened a national affairs
conference to discuss various options for democratic re-
form. Thirteen DPP delegates were invited to attend the
conference, as were a number of former political dissi-
dents or prisoners. Despite their initial suspicions, Lee suc-
ceeded in engaging DPP members in a serious debate
about future reforms in order to build bipartisan consen-
sus. In exchange for a promise of direct president elec-
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tions, the DPP delegates agreed to drop their demand for
ratification of a new constitution by popular vote. Although
he would face criticism from within his own party, Lee
showed a commitment to the practice of democratic poli-
tics.

After the conference, Lee turned his attention to abolish-
ing the Temporary Provisions, retiring National Assembly
members and approving new articles for the 1947 consti-
tution for electing a new national assembly.15  While the
DPP leadership supported these actions, representatives
disrupted the proceedings on several occasions to protest
the involvement of old representatives in the process. Fights
even broke out between DPP and KMT members over rou-
tine procedural matters. This behavior may be understood
as a response to the marginalization of DPP representa-
tives from a process that they had advocated for over many
years. It is also a reflection of the DPP’s roots as a protest
movement.

Indeed, the DPP retained many aspects of its past as an
opposition movement, most notably its internal
factionalism.16  While factionalism is common in political
parties, the DPP is unique in having institutionalized its
various factions. Within the party, factions have their own
leadership and former organizational structures. Factions
also play a key role during the nomination of DPP candi-
dates in order to ensure they are well represented.

Factionalism was an issue during the national assembly
elections in 1991, following the official retirement of the
original representatives. Party leaders disagreed over policy
issues such as Taiwanese independence, constitutional
reform and the nomination of candidates. Violent protest
by DPP representatives in spite of the KMT’s success in
introducing democratic reforms also hurt the credibility of
the party. As a result, the DPP won only 66 out of a total of
325 seats, significantly less than it had projected. Even
more surprising, it appeared that the KMT, the island’s his-

toric authoritarian party, was emerging the most credible
winner in the emergent democracy.

Emboldened by the victory of his party, Lee turned to the
matter of constitutional reform. He honoured his agree-
ment with DPP leaders from the national affairs confer-
ence, advising his party that direct presidential elections
should be strongly considered. However, party leaders
decided to delay any decision regarding this issue until
1995, one year before the election of the ninth-term presi-
dent. This decision was greeted with loud protests from
DPP members. Representatives again resorted to loud, and
sometimes violent, protests to bring attention to their de-
mands, as they lacked the seats necessary to support a
reform motion. When this failed to have the desired effect,
the party quit the reform process and organized demon-
strations outside of the assembly. Once again, the DPP
responded to its marginalization in the reform process by
reverting to its protest tactics.

A series of elections were held following the constitutional
reform process. Marginalized throughout the democratic
reform period, the DPP candidates increasingly ran on
platforms emphasizing social policy issues, such as health
and education.17 Factional conflicts were successfully con-
trolled by the party leadership and the question of inde-
pendence was downplayed. As a result, the DPP steadily
increased its number of seats in the Legislative Yuan and
National Assembly. By 1996, electoral gains by the DPP
and other parties meant the KMT no longer had enough of
a majority to have effective control over these two bod-
ies.18

Elections in 1996 also marked Taiwan’s full transition from
authoritarian to democracy, with the election of a Lee as
president. Following in the footsteps of his predecessor,
Chiang Ching-kuo, Lee introduced democratic reforms
remarkably quickly. While this was no doubt due in part
to the pressure imposed by the DPP, the KMT managed to
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remain in control of the democratization process. Mass
demonstrations organized by DPP members served in many
cases to reinforce the position of moderates within the KMT
who were pushing for democratic reforms.

For the DPP, this was a period of both elation and frustra-
tion. While many the party’s objectives were realized, DPP
members remained marginalized throughout much of the
process. Tactics that helped the Tangwai gain support in
the 1970s proved less effective in the 1990s with the KMT’s
increased willingness to engage in democratic politics. As
the number of parties grew in the 1990s, the DPP was
forced to transform itself from an opposition force to a
party capable of governing with a clearly articulated plat-
form.

From Protest to Power

The DPP’s most significant achievement since 1996 was
the election of Chen Shui-bian as president of Taiwan in
2000, and again in 2004. This election result is widely
attributed to the emergence of former KMT Secretary Gen-
eral James Soong as an independent candidate for presi-
dent. Soong is widely credited with ‘splitting’ the KMT
vote, thus handing the presidency to Chen despite his low
level of popular support.

Despite the KMT’s loss of the presidency after fifty years in
power, the office was successfully transferred to Chen Shui-
bian.19  This in itself is an indication of the strength of Tai-
wan’s democracy. Chen’s first and second terms have been
marked with a number of controversies, most notably his
alleged shooting during the 2004 elections. What is less to
be determined is Chen’s influence on the consolidation or
deepening of Taiwan’s democracy.

Conclusion

The DPP and earlier Tangwai played important roles in the
democratization of Taiwan. As this case study demonstrates,
these roles have evolved over the past thirty-five years. In
the 1970s and early 1980s, the Tangwai successfully used
political representation, printed materials and mass dem-
onstrations to mount a strong opposition to the authoritar-
ian KMT regime. With Chiang Ching-kuo’s adoption of
democratization as a KMT position, the newly formed DPP
sought to influence the nature of the democratic reforms
that were introduced. With Lee Teng-Hui’s rapid introduc-
tion of reforms, and the relative marginalization of the DPP,
the party was forced to concentrate on becoming a viable
political force in the new emerging democracy. And fi-
nally, with the victory of Chen Shui-bian in the 2000 presi-
dential elections, the DPP has had to struggle with the
challenge of governing the country according to its found-
ing principles.
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Notes

1 Relevant texts include Larry Diamond. et al, Consolidating

the third wave democracies and Samuel P. Huntington’s The

Third Wave: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century.

Also see Joseph Wong’s “Deepening Democracy in Taiwan”.

2 Larry Diamond et. al, Consolidating the third wave democra-

cies (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1997),

15.

3 Centre staff had the opportunity to meet with many Taiwan-

ese who were expelled from the ROC while it was under

KMT rule, however have since returned. For instance, Dr.

David Hong was blacklisted by the KMT after he appeared

on television at an anti-KMT protest in the United States. He

served as a high ranking civil servant in Minnesota before

returning to the Taiwan. He is current the Acting President of

the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research. Also, W.S. “Pe-

ter” Huang spent 25 years hiding from KMT authorities

throughout the world after he made an attempt on Chiang

Ching-kuo’s life in April of 1970. Huang was smuggled back

into Taiwan in 1996, later becoming president of the Taiwan

Human Rights Association in 1998. He is currently a senior

advisor to President Chen.

4 Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave. Democratization in

the Late Twentieth Century (Norman: University of

Oaklahoma Press, 1991), 7. Huntington said, “... a twenti-

eth-century political system [is] democratic to the extent that

its most powerful collective decision makers are selected

through fair, honest, and periodic elections in which candi-

dates freely compete for votes and in which virtually all the

adult population is eligible to vote. So defined, democracy
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